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Images can be acquired at high rates with modern fluorescence microscopy hardware, giv-

ing rise to a demand for high-speed analysis of image data. Digital image cytometry, i.e.,

automated measurements and extraction of quantitative data from images of cells, pro-

vides valuable information for many types of biomedical analysis. There exists a number of

different image analysis software packages that can be programmed to perform a wide array

of useful measurements. However, the multi-application capability often compromises the

simplicity of the tool. Also, the gain in speed of analysis is often compromised by time spent
mage cytometry

ingle cell analysis

ISH

oftware

learning complicated software. We provide a free software called BlobFinder that is intended

for a limited type of application, making it easy to use, easy to learn and optimized for its

particular task. BlobFinder can perform batch processing of image data and quantify as well

as localize cells and point like source signals in fluorescence microscopy images, e.g., from

FISH, in situ PLA and padlock probing, in a fast and easy way.

trast to variations in the human subjectiveness that appears
. Introduction

n recent years, great progress has been made in the field of
uorescent staining and image acquisition of cells. This has
ade it possible for scientists to generate vast amounts of

mages in a short period of time which in turn has led to an
ncreased demand for fast analysis of the image data. Many
mage analysis software packages can be used for a wide array
f applications which often compromises the simplicity and
ime required for an analysis. In this paper we describe a free,
ast and easy-to-use image analysis software for detection and
uantification of signals in fluorescence microscopy images of
ells.

In biomedical research fluorescent markers are often used
o identify sub-cellular structures such as protein complexes,
Please cite this article in press as: A. Allalou, C. Wählby, BlobFinder, a to
Programs Biomed. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.cmpb.2008.08.006

hromosomes, genes and mutations in genes. There are
any different methods for in situ detection of sub-cellular

tructures, e.g., immunofluorescence staining, in situ Proxim-
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ity Ligation Assay (in situ PLA) [1], FISH (fluorescent in situ
hybridization) and padlock-probing [2]. Although the proce-
dures for these methods differ, the images produced share
many similarities. The task for analyzing these images typ-
ically consists of identifying and counting the signals and the
cells. Manual counting of cells and signals is possible when
there are few cells, signals and images, but when these param-
eters increase, the task becomes extremely time consuming
and in some cases even impossible. In contrast to manual
measurements, image analysis can provide fast and quanti-
tative measurements of these types of image data. On the
other hand, automated analysis will naturally introduce some
form of bias depending on the limitation of the algorithms.
However, these biases are consistent for all analysis in con-
ol for fluorescence microscopy image cytometry, Comput. Methods

Wählby).

in manual analysis.
A cell culture often contains cells that show different char-

acteristics, e.g., due to different stages of the cell cycle [3]. Cells

erved.
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in tissue show even greater heterogeneity due to variations
in tissue functionality. Important information may be lost if
these cell to cell differences are not taken into consideration.
Instead of averaging over the image, every cell has to be ana-
lyzed by its own, resulting in a more difficult task than only
counting signals and cells in an image. In this type of analy-
sis, i.e., single cell analysis, each fluorescent signal has to be
assigned to a particular cell; for this to be possible, each cell
has to be delineated. For easier detection of the area covered
by each cell a cytoplasmic stain can be used as a guide when
delineating the cytoplasmic borders [4,5]. However, a cytoplas-
mic stain may not always provide sufficient information on the
position of the border of the cytoplasm. A different approach is
to use a membrane stain [6]. Automated cell delineation by use
of signals from a membrane stain may work well for cultured
cells with non-touching cells. Cells in tissue will however be
very difficult to delineate as cell membranes have a complex
3D structure that is not easily handled in thin sections and 2D
analysis. In many occasions the red and green color channel
is used for molecular detection and the blue channel is used
for nuclear staining. This, together with fluorescence spec-
tral overlap, limits the possibility of using a unique color for
a cytoplasmic or cell membrane stain. In addition, a cytoplas-
mic stain may interfere with the molecular stain producing yet
another obstacle in the use of a stain to facilitate in the delin-
eation of cytoplasms. Another way to create an approximate
outline of each cytoplasm is to assume that the cytoplasm is
located within a fixed radius from the nucleus for each cell [7].
This approach uses no cytoplasmic stain and has been proven
to give satisfying results when applied to cultured cells [8].
Moreover, this methods requires that the image has no or few
signals in the background and large numbers of clustered cells
can decrease the accuracy of the method.

There is a variety of image analysis software packages that
possess the ability to perform single cell analysis using the
fixed radius method. ImageJ/NIH Image [9] is an open source
image analysis package that can perform a vast variety of
biological image analysis. ImageJ is mainly concentrated on
analyzing individual images; while macros can be written for
ImageJ that can perform batch analysis this would require the
user to have knowledge in programming. Cellprofiler is a free,
open-source system designed for flexible, high-throughput
cell image analysis [7]. It has a user-friendly interface and
can perform a wide range of cell analysis. Both these software
packages are designed for a wide array of different applica-
tions and as a result, a lot of functions and adjustable input
parameters are available. This can be more confusing than
helpful if the user only performs one specific type of anal-
ysis. In addition, these software packages are made so that
the user must control, and optimize all the image processing
steps in the analysis and this can be a disadvantage when the
user has little knowledge in image processing or performs the
same analysis every many times. The user does not need to
know and have control of all the details in the analysis, but
should still have an understanding of the basic ideas behind
the techniques used. This basic knowledge should help the
Please cite this article in press as: A. Allalou, C. Wählby, BlobFinder, a to
Programs Biomed. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.cmpb.2008.08.006

user to understand why some images do not produce sat-
isfying results and which parameters that can be changed
in order to get the most accurate results from the image
data.
 PRESS
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BlobFinder provides automatic detection and counting of
fluorescent signals in microscopy images of cells and can per-
form two types of analysis, average and single cell analysis.
The average analysis counts all signals and nuclei in an image
while the single cell analysis counts signals for each individual
cell. If z-stack data is available, each z-stack is pre-processed
individually, and signals are counted in a projection of the 3D
data. Also, batch processing of large data sets is made possible
after initial tuning of parameters on a sample image. Results,
as well as input parameters, are saved in a text file that can
easily be imported to any statistical software. The software
comes with a help file, explaining the input parameters and
a general description of the methods used in the analysis, a
default configuration file and a test image data set aiding the
user to get started with the software.

BlobFinder has been developed and optimized for the anal-
ysis of images generated by the in situ PLA developed by
Landegren and coworkers, and commercialized by Olink Bio-
sciences (Uppsala Science Park, Sweden) [10], but can be used
for any type of fluorescence microscopy images with point-
source signals, such as data from for example FISH. In the
process commercializing the in situ PLA, and related technolo-
gies through Olink Biosciences, a strong need for an analysis
tool appeared. The BlobFinder was initially developed in coop-
eration with Olink Biosciences, and is now their recommended
tool for analysis, downloaded approximately 60 times by exter-
nal users between the launch in June 2007 and May 2008. The
software is implemented in MATLAB with a user-friendly GUI
(graphical user interface) making it easy to use and get started
with [11]. The Matlab code is compiled into a standalone appli-
cation that can be run without MATLAB installed on the user’s
computer.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
methods and theory of the algorithms used in the analysis.
Section 3 introduces the GUI and the parameters that need
to be set and tuned. A few sample applications together with
results from BlobFinder are provided in Section 4. Section 5
consists of a short conclusion. The Appendix brings up hard-
ware/software requirements and availability of BlobFinder.

2. Computational methods and theory

The main objective of BlobFinder is to detect and count all cells
and signals in an image and export a data file containing these
quantified results. There are two types of analysis that can be
performed, an average and a single cell analysis. The average
analysis counts the number of nuclei and signals in an image,
resulting in an average signal per cell count. Alternatively, the
single cell analysis will assign each signal to the closest cell
and get a signal count for each cell in the image.

The first step in the analysis is to segment all cell nuclei
in the image. To separate cell nuclei from image background
Otsu’s method of thresholding, which minimizes the variance
of the foreground and background, is used [12]. The nuclei are
often clustered and have to be separated in order to identify
ol for fluorescence microscopy image cytometry, Comput. Methods

individual cells. A distance transform is applied to the binary
image obtained from the previous step [13]. This will create
a landscape like image where the intensity represents the
height in the landscape. The watershed transform together

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2008.08.006
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ith a h-extended maxima algorithm makes use of the land-
cape like image to separate clustered nuclei [14,15].

Once the nuclei are separated an area defining the cyto-
lasm belonging to each cell has to be delineated. Since it often

s the case that no cytoplasmic stain is present, cytoplasm
elineation is purely based on the distance from the nuclei.
distance transform is performed on the background of the

mage of the nuclei. A user-defined threshold, representing the
aximum distance from cell nucleus to cell border, is there-

fter applied, defining the outer border of each cytoplasm. A
atershed algorithm is then used to label and separate touch-

ng cytoplasms. Nuclei touching the border will be flagged in
he results, this way the user can chose to omit these cells in
he final results.

When each cell nucleus and cytoplasm is labeled corre-
pondingly the next step is to detect and assign each signal
o a particular cell. If there are several z-stacks available these
ill be pre-processed and thereafter projected into a 2D image

y a maximum intensity projection. The pre-processing step
onsists of a filtration with a variable sized kernel, defined
y the user, enhancing local maxima in the image; this is
lso done in the case when no z-stacks are present. Subse-
uently, all local maxima in the image are identified and a user
efined threshold decides which of the local maxima should
e regarded as detected signals. This threshold can be opti-
ized by the user in real time when setting the configuration

arameters.
In the last step of the analysis, the detected signals inside
Please cite this article in press as: A. Allalou, C. Wählby, BlobFinder, a to
Programs Biomed. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.cmpb.2008.08.006

ach cytoplasm and nucleus are counted. There are two mea-
urements of signals made; a signal count and an intensity
easure. The signal count measures all detected signals as

Fig. 1 – Flowchart of analysis method.
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1 while the intensity measure looks at a 5 × 5 neighbor-
hood around the center of a detected signal and measures
the total intensity in that neighborhood. This information
is collected and exported to a text file. The content of the
output file differs depending on the choice of average or
single cell analysis. The main difference is that the single
cell analysis output file will show information for each cell
(cytoplasm and nucleus) while the average analysis will only
show total cell and signal counts. The text file can easily
be imported to any type of statistical software for further
analysis. The method is summarized in the flowchart in
Fig. 1.

3. Program description: GUI and input
parameters

BlobFinder is developed for one type of application so that an
analysis can be performed using less parameters and less user
input. It has been developed in collaboration with the final
users of the product in order to make the software package
more user friendly and user oriented. Before the develop-
ment started, the users defined the type of analysis they
needed and user-feedback was continuously received during
the development. Furthermore, to minimize the number of
input parameters in the software, all the parameters were
discussed together with the end-users before the start of the
project. This way we could optimize the minimum number
of input parameters, making the software easier and faster
to learn and run, with maximum robustness of the soft-
ware.

The BlobFinder GUI (Fig. 2) consists mainly of three parts;
the image import, the configuration and the analysis. The aim
of the configuration part is for the user to easily tune the
parameters on one or several test images before running an
analysis.

In the configuration setup there are a few parameters that
need to be set. First, the user has to make a choice of single
cell or average analysis, depending on the type of information
that is desired. Second, the user has to set a minimum area in
order to remove false nuclei. Third, if the single cell analysis is
chosen then a maximum size for the cytoplasm has to be set.
Fourth, an approximate blob-size has to be specified in order
to use the most appropriate filter for enhancing the signal.
If the signal detection is not satisfying the user can change
the blob-threshold with a slider bar in real time. After these
parameters are set a test run should be performed on one or
several images before processing a complete batch.

The output from BlobFinder is a text file that can easily be
imported to, for example, Excel (Microsoft Office) for further
statistical analysis. If the average analysis is chosen the output
will contain information regarding name of the image, num-
ber of blobs, intensity of blobs, number of nuclei in each image
and area of nuclei. If the single cell analysis is used more infor-
ol for fluorescence microscopy image cytometry, Comput. Methods

mation are available in the output file; name of the image, ID
for each cell, blobs in cytoplasm, blobs in nucleus, blobs in
background, cytoplasm area, nuclei area, intensity measure
for signals and a flag for nuclei touching the border.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2008.08.006
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esul
Fig. 2 – Analysis tab of GUI window in BlobFinder. Analysis r
Science Park, Sweden).

4. Sample applications

In this section, three different analysis are performed. First,
Please cite this article in press as: A. Allalou, C. Wählby, BlobFinder, a to
Programs Biomed. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.cmpb.2008.08.006

an average analysis is described to illustrate the simplest type
of analysis. Second, a single cell analysis is described to illus-
trate how to quantify differences among cells within the same
image. The last analysis is a comparison between using the

Fig. 3 – A: Cell culture exposed to 0.1 ng/ml of PDGF-B
ts are from images provided by Olink Biosciences (Uppsala

count and intensity measurement of signals in a simulated
image.
ol for fluorescence microscopy image cytometry, Comput. Methods

4.1. Cell average analysis

The average analysis gives the least information, but often this
can be enough, e.g., for images containing cells with approx-

B. B: Cell culture exposed to 100 ng of PDGF-BB.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2008.08.006
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Fig. 4 – Signal per nucleus vs. PDGF-BB concentration. Solid
line: Normalized results from BlobFinder. Error-bars
represent the standard deviation between images in the
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nalysis. Dashed line: Normalized results obtained with
mmunoblotting.

mately equal distribution of signals. BlobFinder was used to
atch process 60 images of cultured cells exposed to different
oncentrations of platelet-derived growth factor BB (PDGF-BB).
DFGF-BB stimulates the phosphorylation of platelet-derived
rowth factor receptor ˇ (PDGFR ˇ). PDGFR ˇ phosphorylation
as detected by in situ PLA, resulting in bright point like sig-
als [1]. Ten images were acquired for each concentration 0,
, 3, 10, 30 and 100 ng/ml of PDGF-BB (see Fig. 3).

Data from BlobFinder illustrate a significant increase in
ignals per nucleus as the PDGF-BB concentration increases,
hich correlates well with results obtained by immunoblot-

ing (Fig. 4).
Please cite this article in press as: A. Allalou, C. Wählby, BlobFinder, a to
Programs Biomed. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.cmpb.2008.08.006

.2. Single cell analysis

or the next image set a single cell analysis was required
s the signal distribution differed between cells in the

ig. 5 – Data set containing images of a co-culture; cells should b
mage channels R and B; red signals show mutated mtDNA. B: Im

tDNA.
Fig. 6 – Number of cells vs. proportion of mtDNA mutation
per cell.

same image. Two different signals; green and red, rep-
resenting non-mutated and mutated mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA), detected with padlock probes were counted [16].
The objective was to determine the proportion of non-
mutated to mutated mtDNA in each cell, quantifying
the amount of mutation that has occurred. Since there
were two color channels containing signals the analy-
sis had to be run twice; once for each type of signal.
ol for fluorescence microscopy image cytometry, Comput. Methods

Fifty-nine images with a total of 522 cells from a co-
culture containing cells with approximately 0% or 100%
mtDNA mutation (Fig. 5) were analyzed in batch using
BlobFinder.

e either 100% mutant or 100% non-mutant (wild type). A:
age channels G and B; green signals show non-mutated

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2008.08.006
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(500
Fig. 7 – A: Artificial image containing 100 signals per image
signals per image (500 pixels × 400 pixels).

The graph in Fig. 6 shows the number of cells that have
0% through 100% mutated mtDNA. The data from the co-
culture shows, as expected, distinct distributions of cells at
the extremes, i.e., cells with 100% and 0% mutated mtDNA.
The BlobFinder analysis confirms that the image data consist
of a co-culture as there are only a few cells with intermediate
levels of mutated mtDNA.

4.3. Signal count vs. total signal intensity

BlobFinder provides two ways of quantifying the amount of
signals; signal count and signal intensity measure. Artificial
data was produced in order to compare the two different
Please cite this article in press as: A. Allalou, C. Wählby, BlobFinder, a to
Programs Biomed. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.cmpb.2008.08.006

methods (Fig. 7). The artificial data were made by random dis-
tribution of point source signals in an image. These signals
where then filtered with a Gaussian filter to make the point
source signals look like real signals blurred by a point spread

Fig. 8 – Left. Solid line: signal count by BlobFinder. Dashed line: i
intensity measure by BlobFinder. Dashed line: ideal signal detec
pixels × 400 pixels). B: Artificial image containing 4000

function. Also, Gaussian noise was added to make the artificial
image more realistic. To get the effect of two signals on top of
each other and also produce images with varying amounts of
signals, layers with random signals were produced and then
summed into images with varying signal density counts. The
artificial images were 500 pixels × 400 pixels in size and con-
tained a range of 100 to 4000 signals per image. Ten images
for each concentration of signals were created, resulting in a
total of 400 images. All signals were counted, i.e., the image
was treated as one cell, in order to compare with the true value
from the simulation.

The graphs in Fig. 8 show how the two methods of signal
quantification compare with the true number of signals. Up to
ol for fluorescence microscopy image cytometry, Comput. Methods

approximately 1000 signals per image both methods give simi-
lar and reasonably accurate results. In contrast, when reaching
a high signal concentration the intensity measure gives better
results. While both methods miss signals at extremely high

deal signal detection (y = x). Right. Solid line: signal
tion (y = x).

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2008.08.006
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oncentrations the intensity measure produce results with
smaller error. One can conclude that when working with

mages with a high concentration of signals it is better to use
he intensity measure. On the other hand, when working with
ow concentrations of signals, it is more suitable to use the
ignal count data, as it is easier to interpret data that gives
nformation on number of signals present in the cell. A gen-
ral rule when deciding method to be used for signal detection
s; if there are many clustered signals use the intensity mea-
ure and if the majority of the signals are well separated use
he signal count.

. Conclusion

luorescence microscopy images of cells with a point-source
ignals are a commonly used when studying at genes, gene-
xpression and proteins. BlobFinder, described in this paper,
s a free image analysis software package intended for this
ype of applications. The focus has been on making a tool
hat produces good results with minimal input on a limited
ype of images, in this case fluorescent images of cells with
ointsource signals, keeping the software simple and fast to
se and learn. It should be enough for the user to have a
asic understanding for the techniques used in the software
o get started with the analysis. BlobFinder comes with a help
le that gives the user a general introduction to the methods
nd algorithms used in the analysis. With this basic knowl-
dge of the methods in BlobFinder, the user should be able to
nderstand the effect of each of the parameters and also have
he ability to identify why and where in the analysis there is

problem when some image data are not giving satisfying
esults.

Depending on the information desired from the image data,
lobFinder performs two types of analysis; cell-specific anal-
sis that gives information on each single cell, providing an
pportunity to analyze differences between cells in the same

mage, and non-cell-specific analysis that gives a total number
ignals and cells in the image. In addition, there are two dif-
erent types of signal measurements providing the user with

ore accurate and easier interpretable results depending on
he density of signals in the image. In the user friendly GUI
here are only a few parameters that need to be set before
unning the analysis on a whole image set.

BlobFinder is a first version and improvements are planned
or future versions, e.g., better separation of big cell clusters.
n addition, the signal detection works well but more powerful
lgorithms are considered, especially in cases when there is a
igh signal concentration.
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Appendix A

A.1. Hardware and software specifications

BlobFinder was developed with Matlab for Windows XP oper-
ating systems. The Matlab-code is compiled into an executable
standalone application that can be run on a computer with or
without Matlab installed. If the user does not have Matlab ver.
R2006b installed on the computer an installation of the MCR
(Matlab component runtime) libraries, provided by The Math-
Works, Inc., is needed. BlobFinder as well as the MCR installer
can be downloaded from www.cb.uu.se/∼amin/BlobFinder.
The hardware requirements for BlobFinder are minimal as
it can be run on most modern PCs. The example analy-
sis was performed on an Intel Xeon 3.00 GHz with 2.00 GB
of RAM.

A.2. Availability of the software

A version of BlobFinder and MCR installer can be downloaded
from our website www.cb.uu.se/∼amin/BlobFinder.
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